Abstract: Conceptual generation is a key point and basic problem in artificial intelligence, which has been probed in the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) established by G. Wille. Factors Space (FS) is also a branch of cognition math initiated by P.Z. Wang at the end of last century, which has been applied in information processing with fuzzy concepts effectively. This paper briefly introduces the historic background of FS and its relationship with FCA. FS can be seen as a good partner of FCA on conceptual description and structure extraction; combining FCA with FS, we can get more clear and simple statements and more fast algorithms on conceptual generation.
Introduction
There were three mathematical branches describing cognition and thought of human beings simultaneously: Formal Concept Analysis [32] (Wille 1982) , Rough Sets [14] (Pawlak, 1982) and Factors space [29] (Wang, 1982) . We call them the branches of Cognition Math since there may be not any mathematical branch clearly declaring its object is to describe cognition process before. Even though many mathematical branches, such as mathematical logic, probability, optimization have been applied widely in artificial intelligence, those branches just do AI jobs spontaneously by their own natural characteristics, while cognition math conscientiously does AI jobs, fitting the needs of the era.
Relying on the involution between intension and extension, R. Wille gave a mathematical definition to the concept and gave algorithms for the generation of conceptual lattice, and since then, the computer has done conceptual generation automatically. He had opened the door of The articles of Wille are very serious. Unfortunately, he focuses on the attribute value rather than the attribute name. The number of columns in his formal background table exponentially increases, and the algorithms on concept lattice in FCA encounters the trap of N-hard complexity. Z. Pawlak emphasizes attribute name rather than attribute value, making the number of columns of formal background table greatly reduced and turned into the table of information system in rough sets, which plays the theoretical foundation for relational database. Unfortunately, his theory is not deep enough to avoid N-hard trap in attribute induction. Pawlak School emphasizes attribute name, but is not really aware of the significance of the attribute name. What is the difference between attribute value and attribute name? Attribute values, such as tall, middle and short, are a group of varying states under the name Height. From the viewpoint of mathematics, an attribute value is a constant, while the name is a variable that represents each one of its states. Height is an important factor for basketball player selection since the selection limits the varying of height. For the same reason, it is important for weightlifter selection, while it is not important for student examination since there is no limit to its varying. To manifest the influence of height with respect to the talents selection, we would like to say that height is a factor. In this paper, the word factor stands for a name, which influences or causes something.
People engaged in database know FCA and RS very well, but they are not familiar with factors space when FS was presented by P. Z. Wang at 1982, which was used to do ontology and cognition rather than database. To make mathematical discussion on randomness vs fuzziness, Wang presented FS to represent the basic space in a probability field and represent the discussion universe in fuzzy field respectively, and discovered a dual relationship: A fuzzy set defined on universe U can be represented by a probability field in the power of U ; fuzzy measures can be determined by the falling shadow of a random set. This is the core of falling shadow theory [18] . Wang has proved the existence and uniqueness theorem around the probability distribution in the power P (U ), which lays the foundation for the applications of fuzzy sets and other subjective non-additive measures. FS plays a very important role in the development of fuzzy mathematics in China. Since 2012, Wang has turned his target to data science and finds that by means of the supports of FS, we can unify and deepen the theories of FCA and RS. All subjects in FCA and RS can be briefly and clearly stated, and the mentioned N-hard traps can be resolved by faster algorithms. FS provides natural base for cognation, information and data science. In this paper, we will introduce and develop the theory of FS briefly. We will introduce the historic background of factors space theory in Section 2. What is factors and factors space? We will answer the questions in Section 3. The core idea of background relation of FS will be given in Section 4. In section 5, we will deepen the conceptual generation and its AI applications based on FS. Section 6 will draw a brief conclusion.
The historic background of factors space theory
In 1982, Wang presented the first paper of factors space to explore and compare two kinds of uncertainty: fuzziness and randomness. He used factors space to represent basic space in probability and the discussion universe in fuzzy sets respectively. He clearly answered questions about the sources, and distinguished and relationship of the two kinds of uncertainties. We will introduce the historic background of factors space in following sub-sections.
Basic space in probability
What is randomness? Why and when does it occur? Tossing a coin, we can get two outcomes, Head or Back randomly. To know why randomness occurs, we need to find out those factors that influence the tossing process, such as Shape of coin, Actions of fingers, Condition of desktop, Environmental influence and so on. They will impact the outcomes. We may make such a determinism hypothesis: When the states of all factors are fixed, the outcome will be determinate. If not, there must be some influential factors that have not been considered, and then the hypothesis should be held considering all missing factors. Each factor f has a state space X(f ) as a dimension; let F o be the set of all factors, and they form the high-dimensional space X(F o ), which is what we call the factors space. This hypothesis tells us that, if the considered set F o of factors is sufficient and if the state of factors can be observed and controlled precisely, then there is no randomness; randomness occurs if the considered factors are not complete or even if complete, they cannot be observed and controlled precisely. Randomness is the uncertainty on the occurrence of event caused by the lack of conditional factors with their observation and controlling.
If we cannot observe a state x precisely into a single point but a subset C in X = X(F o ), C is called the condition of experiment. Under the condition, we only know x is in C but don't know where it is. When C is not small enough and crosses the border of the opposite sides with respect to an event, the randomness occurs. Even though conditional factors are not sufficient, there exists causality rule between condition and result. Probability is generalized causality, which is the essential scale of the frequency of an event. The basic model of probability statistics is: Fix the circle, move the point, where circle stands for the condition C, and point stands for the point x in X.
Kolmogorov gave an axiomatic definition on probability field (Ω, A, p), where Ω is the basic space, A is an σ-algebra on Ω, and the probability p is an additive measure defined on A. Wang admires him so much that he defines the random variable as a mapping ξ : Ω → R; based on the definition, classical probabilities are carried by ξ and become probability distribution functions or distribution densities on real line R, and then probability becomes a modern mathematical branch. However, how can we define a random variable ξ, a mapping from Ω to R? Only factors space can describe a random variable by a determinate mapping, and the basic space Ω must be a factors space [17] . As a great mathematician, Kolmogorov has had the idea of factors space already.
Viewing the basic space Ω as a factors space, we can study probability from a new aspect: Focusing on the transformation between randomness and certainty. The core problem is how to decrease the randomness so that it is transferred into certainty?
We can divide the set F o of factors definition into three subset
is the set of considered factors, and G c is the set of unconsidered factors, G 1 is the set of considered factors whose states can be observed and controlled with accuracy C, which is small enough so that it does not cross the borders of opposite side of an events. G 2 is the factors in G but not in G 1 . Then we can have a formula
where g 1 is a function, g 2 is a probability density under the condition C, and g c is a Gaussian distribution of white noise when all unconsidered factors are neglect-able.
Let ξ be the hitting score of a shooter. We need to calculate its mean a = M ξ and the mean square error σ = (ξ − M ξ) 1 / 2 . Passing through special trains, we can reduce the error σ, and then move the parameter a to be the real target. An important task of probability is how to promote the hitting probability of a shooter throughout special trains on improving the two parameters a and σ respectively.
Discussion universe of a fuzzy set
L. A. Zadeh (1921 Zadeh ( -2017 ) was a great world-renowned computer scientist in the history [4] . To open a path to develop artificial intelligence from the mathematical base, he presented fuzzy sets in 1965 [36] , deeply influencing the progress of AI applications in the world. A fuzzy subset of the universe U is defined by a mapping µ A : U → [0, 1], called membership function of A. He encouraged Wang to make a study on the discussion universe U ; while the selection of U is crucial for the fuzzy description. For example, "young" is a fuzzy concept. To see whether a man is young, it is very difficult to measure the membership under the factor Age, but is much easier if we consider more factors such as "face", "action", "vigor". P.Z. Wang treated the discussion universe U as a factors space and found that fuzziness is the uncertainty on the conceptual extension caused by the lack of cognitive factors [18] . Even though cognitive factors are not sufficient, there exists the law of excluded middle in recognition still. Membership degree reflects the generalized law of excluded middle, which essentially scales the frequency of covering.
Lacked factors are essentially the objective factors in randomness but essentially the subjective factors in fuzziness. The basic model of probability statistics is: Fix the circle, move the point; the basic model in fuzzy statistics is: Fix the point, move the circle. Where the point stands for a state in factors space X, the circle stands for a subset in X. This is a duality. A circle of U is a point in the power P (U ); while a point x in U can be transferred a circle x * = {C|C x} in P (U ). Therefore, we get a dual principle between fuzziness and randomness: A fuzzy experience model in the ground U can be transferred to a probability experience model in the sky P (U ). According to the principle of duality, Wang presented the falling shadow theory, which defines the membership degree of A as the covering probability of the related random set ξ:
Falling shadow theory is the population theory for fuzzy statistics (interval statistics, set-valued statistics), which is a special contribution of factors space for fuzzy sets theory praised by the founder L. A. Zadeh [36] . Factors space theory gave subjective measures, including fuzzy measure, a united statement and gave a deep theorem: For any subset A of U , set A * = {C|C ⊇ A}, * A = {C|C ⊆ A} and called the idea and filter of A respectively. Set
and let T i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) be the hyper-topologies generated by T 1 , T 2 , T 3 and T 4 respectively. (P (T ), T i )(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are hyper-topological spaces on the power of i = 1, 2, 3, 4, let A i be the σ-algebra generated from T i respectively, (P (T ), A i )(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are called four basic hyper-measurable spaces on the power P (T ) respectively. Let p be a probability defined on (P (T ),
where b, n, an and ab are known as the belief, plausibility, anti-plausibility and anti-belief measures respectively. They are non-additive measures.
Theorem 1. (Extension and Uniqueness Theorem)
Given any one of the four non-additive measure on A, there exists one and only one probability p on (P (T ), A i ) such that Eq. (2) is held.
Proof is given in [18] .
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Why did Wang use factors space to study on randomness vs randomness? He wants to develop cognition math. Fuzzy sets theory brings fuzzy concepts into math so that the programs can do smart recognition and control like brain of human being; fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic open a new door of mathematics toward AI applications. Factors space can deepen the researches of fuzzy sets. Treating the discussion universe U as a factors space, we can select factors to make a concept clearer and decrease its fuzziness, and we can calculate membership degree more reasonably.
Fuzzy sets represent cognition and thinking from the aspect of extension only, but lack the aspect of intension. Factors space is a plate to combine extension and intension, which can represent things and thinking. H. X Li and others use factors space to do fuzzy computer [25] and fuzzy controller with 4 stages inverse pendulum and factor space has been successfully applied to AI in China.
Factors and factors spaces
Based on the ideological background from history, we introduce and develop the factors theory. A lot of theoretical papers before 2012 can be found in the reference [3, 6-11, 13, 16, 19, 20,24,26,31,34,35] . Since 2012, FS has turned to the data science [1, 2, 12, [21] [22] [23] 27, 28, 30, 37, 38] .
We have mentioned that a factor causes something. But according to the interpretation of dictionary, factor is the reason causing something or the essence of thing, which tells us that a factor essences the very thing. What is the thing? Human being has accumulated a lot of knowledge on the generation of things, and the perfect model occurs in biology. Gene is the key to opening the door of biology, which induces the discovery of DNA, the mystery of life. Gene was called the factor by G. Mendel; factor is the generalization of gene, which is the key to opening the door of ontology and cognition, said Wang, who gives special emphasize from philosophy: Anything is united in the opposite of quality and quantity; factor is the root of quality, as gene is the root of biological attributes. Without the string of factors, attributes are like broken strings of pearls sprinkled over a floor [28] . By means of factors, things are organized and concepts are generated.
The group of states bunched by factor f forms a dimension X(f ) called the state space of f . Any factor must be defined on a discussion universe U . A factor f can be mathematically defined as a mapping f : U → X(f ).
Factor is the aspect we observe and focus on; factors can be operated from rough to fine or from fine to rough, reflecting the analysis process and the synthesis process in thinking respectively. Consider a group of simple factors f 1 , · · · , f n defined on U , and they combine to a complex factor denoted as
The state space of F o can be defined as the Cartesian product space X(F o ) = i X(f i ). Each simple factor f i performs analysis, which maps an object u in U to f i (u) in X(f i ); the complex factor F o performs synthesis and get the coordinate of u in X(F o ). For example, consider Height(f 1 ), Weight(f 2 ), Age(f 3 ) and Sex(f 4 ) defined on a group of people U . Suppose that u=John in U , f 1 (John)=1.75m, f 2 (John)=75kg, f 3 (John)=25years, f 4 (John)=Male, then, we get that F o (John)=(1.75m, 75kg, 25years, Male). John can be represented as a point in the coordinate system. Factors space is a generalized coordinate system of things.
Definition 2. Let F = (F ; ∨ ∧, 0) be a lattice with minimum 0, X F = {X(f )} (f ∈F ) is a family of sets satisfying (1) X(0) = {∅}; (2) For any irreducible subset T of F (s, t ∈ T implies s ∧ t = 0), we have that 88 H. Liu, I. Dzitac, S. Guo
where stands for Cartesian product. ψ = (U, X F ) is called a factors space on U , if for any u ∈ U and f ∈ F , there exists an unique f (u) ∈ X(f ). (i.e., each f ∈ F is a mapping f : U → X(f )).
A member f in F is called a factor, and 0 is called empty factor. The operations ∨ and ∧ are called the synthesis and decomposition of factors respectively.
We often limit the definition that
This definition is a relaxed vision given here. Originally, the index set was defined as a Boolean algebra F = (F ; ∨ ∧, ¬, 0, 1) [26] , which is too strong for our study. Of course, we often treat F as a Boolean algebra if it is needed.
Remark 3. About the name "Factors Space", we need to emphasize here: our definition is different from the factor space X /∼ representing the set of classes classified by the equivalent relation ∼. From now on, we use the word Factors, not Factor, in writings; But, we keep using the word in factor analysis initiated by L. L. Thurston [15] . As the great psychologist in 1931, even though he did not take high mathematical description into cognitive psychological measurement, he raised the banner of factors more than half a century earlier as our pioneer. Today, factors space inherits his target forward.
Factors space is a generalization of Cartesian coordinate space. Any quantitative Cartesian space can be viewed as a factors space since every variable is a factor; factors space extends those coordinate spaces from fixed dimension to variable dimension. The main breakthrough of factors space is that the states of factor can be changed from quantitative to qualitative. There are two types of states of a factor; one is quantitative; for example, the state of height can be measured as a real number in the interval [10, 250] (cm); the other type is qualitative; the state is taken as a word in natural language, tall, middle or short. In most cases, the two types of states can be employed simultaneously, and form a pair of state space X(f ) and X(f ), the former one stands for qualitative and the latter one the quantitative State space. In the AI applications, we employ qualitative on semantic description and quantitative on formulae calculation. The most important point is how to transfer each other. Fuzzy sets theory provides technique to do such a kind of transformations, which enables FS to build its coordinate system by available axes.
Background set and correlation distribution
In the Section, we need to introduce the core concept of factors space.
Definition 4. Given a factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and
Which is called the background set of ψ.
The background set R is the image of universe U in X(F o ), which can be understood the real Cartesian product space of f 1 , · · · , f n . Outside of R, the state-configuration of the n factors is not possible to be realized, so that R can be seen as the state space of the combined factor F o . When f 1 , · · · , f n are independent, we have that R = X(f 1 ) × · · · × X(f n ); otherwise, there are correlations existing between those factors. The background relation R is also called the correlation of factors f 1 , · · · , f n .
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Correlation of factors is the source of factors space theory, which generates causality, logic, concept generation and decision making. Correlation of factors is the foundation of cognition math. A basic theorem was a proposal in paper [23] .
We give an intuitive proof as follows:
Theorem 5. Let R be the correlation of f and g, set X = X(f ) and Y = X(g). For any E ⊆ X and E ⊆ Y , the inference "If x is in E then y is in E " is identically true if and only
Figure 1: Background relation determines inference
Proof: The proposition "x is in E" is equivalent to "x is in E and y is in Y " and "(x, y) is in E × Y ". Since (x, y) is in R always, The proposition "x is in E" is equivalent to "(x, y) is in (E × Y ) ∩ R". Similarly, the proposition "y is in E " is equivalent to "(x, y) is in (X × E ) ∩ R".
The inference "If x is in E then y is in E " is true if and only (E
Since the factors f and g can be complex factors in high dimension space, theorem 5 can be used in general cases, which tells us that the correlation of factors determines all inferences between those factors.
It is obvious that the background set is indeed the formal background in FCA. FS theory further underscoring the significance of the formal background emphasized by Wille. So far, we get background set as a theoretical base with determinacy. But, it has to be extended to handle uncertainty from the following two reasons: 1) An object u in U is not a point but a granule, which may be a complex system. According to the viewpoint of granular computing [33] , the size of granule can be varying in hierarchical model. For example, u was a man, the factor f = height maps u to a determinate state f (u) = T all in X(f ), but, when the size of granule u is changed from a man to a group of men, what is the state f (u)? Here comes the uncertainty. 2) U is a theoretical term, which is not available in practice. For example, consider that U consists of all people. Where to identify a person? In the East or the West? When to identify a person? Include those who have been died or will be born? In practice, the universe is a sampling of U with randomness.
From the two reasons, we need to treat u as random variable and extend background set to background distribution relatedly.
Definition 6. Given a factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and F o = f 1 ∨ · · · ∨ f n , and suppose that X(f i ) = {a i1 , · · · , a ik(i) } (i = 1, · · · , n) are qualitative state spaces both. Let p be the probability carried by factors from random variable u. Denote
where r is called the background distribution of ψ, or the correlation distribution between factors
The definition can be extended to quantitative state spaces.
Factors space in concept generation
Concept generation is a key point and a basic topic in cognation math. We only introduce the topic on concept generation in the paper. 21 . Sea. We take those terms as objects to form a set U . The tasks of AI are treating objects according to a general target: Picking up information and transferring to the knowledge. Even though there are only 21 objects, each of them is not a piece of body in the land, but has been classified as a word in hydrology, and they are rambling too. The first task of AI is organizing objects into a conceptual system: From tousle to intellect.
General target of AI

Using factor to distinguish and classify objects
Concepts come from comparing and distinguish objects; it could not be done without factors. Definition 7. We call object u and v in U are different if there is a factor f defined on U such that
Otherwise, they are called the same with respect to factor f .
Any two things in the world have the same points and different points simultaneously, without factors, we couldn't judge if two things are same or different.
A factor f is a mapping defined on the universe U , which determines an equivalent relation ∼ on U :
The equivalent relation determines a classification on U ; if we consider only qualitative state space here, then the classified factorial space can be denoted as
where the number of states of X(f ) is m = n(1) + · · · + n(K), n(j) is the number of objects in k th subclass.
Definition 8. [38] Denote
Which is called the distinguish degree of factor f with respect to U .
The bigger the distinguish degree, the finer the division taken by f on U .
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Atomic concepts
As for the bodies of water, to pick up information and organize objects into a conceptual system, we need to consider some factors: Is the body natural or artificial? How is its manner, running or muddy? Is the water body in sea or in land? Is it constant or temporary? And so on. Those factors are often the names of attributes, but factors do not play the role of passive descriptors but initiative leaders. In the bodies of water, we can define that f 1 = N atural?, X(f 1 ) = {N atural, Artif icial}; f 2 = Running?, X(f 2 ) = {Running, M uddy}; f 3 = Sea − inland, X(f 3 ) = {Sea, Inland}; f 4 = T imeliness, X(f 4 ) = {Constant, T emporary}. Then we can get a factor space ψ = (U, X F ) with
The factor tableau can be taken as the sampling in
. Citing the data from paper [5] , we get Table 1 .
How to analyze on the tableau? Given a factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with
If [a] ∈ R, i.e., [a] = ∅, we say that a is an atomic intension, or say a is a real configuration. The collection of all the atom intensions form the division U /Fo = {[a]}, which includes all subclasses divided by factors f 1 , · · · , f n . It is clear that F o is an isomorphic mapping from U /Fo to R.
Definition 9. Given factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and F o = f 1 ∨ · · · ∨ f n , for any a ∈ R, the pair α = (a, [a] ) is called an atomic concept and [a], a are called the extension and intension of α respectively.
Return to the bodies of water, the Cartesian product space X(f 1 ) × X(f 2 ) × X(f 3 ) × X(f 4 ) concludes 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 16 elements, but, the real product X F , i.e., the background set R includes 6 elements only R={NMSC, NRSC, ARSC, NMIC, AMSC, NMST} According to our definition, there are six atomic concepts: 
How important are the atomic concepts?
Atomic concepts have 4 basic functions in AI: 1. Atomic concepts provides the finest classification of U under factors f 1 , · · · , f n .
Theorem 10. Given factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and
is not able to be refined (i.e., [a] is not able to be divided ) by the factors f 1 ∨ · · · ∨ f n .
Proof: For any atomic extension [a] and any
The smaller the number of atomic concepts with respect to the number of objects in U , the simpler and clearer the structure of knowledge is but the rougher the classification is. To break the limit of finest division, we need to find out more factors, and this is a deepening process and will be discussed in the future. 2. The finest classification provides the universal code for knowledge organization, retrieval and inquiring. Of course, the code is edited under the guidance of factors.
3. An answer system can answer following questions based on atomic concepts:
Is What is the concept an object with attributes N and S belonging to? It may α 1 , α 2 or α 4 be. 4. All atomic concepts form the background relation or the correlation R. What is the shape of R? What is the causality generated from R? There comes a lot of functions applied in AI, we will discuss in the future.
Basic concepts semi-lattice
Definition 11. Given a factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and Do not be afraid that the generated concepts are too little; we are afraid that too much. If there are k atomic concepts, then 2 k new concepts will be generated. To avoid the information overflow, we generate basic concepts only.
Definition 12.
A concept is called basic if its intension can be stated in a conjunctive normal form.
Intuitively speaking, the extension of a basic concept can be mapped to a hyper-rectangle within R in X(F o ).
In bodies of water, each atomic concept is a basic concept. The concept γ=(NMC, {1,14,18,13,21}) is a basic concept since its intension can be written to the conjunctive normal form
How to get the basic concept semi-lattice? We introduce Wang's algorithm [21] by the example of bodies of water. 1) Calculating distinguish degree c f of each factor and then changing the order of columns to do f -classification on U , where f holds the maximal distinguish degree c f . 
We get the f 2 -classification U = U 1 {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}+U 2 {1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21} . Repeatedly, do classification on U 1 and return to step 1):
f 3 : n(S) = 11, n(I) = 0, c f 3 = 1 − (11 × 10) / 11 × 10 = 0; Fig.2 .
The complexity of basic concept semi-lattice is O(m 2 n), where m and n are the number of rows and columns of factorial tableau respectively.
In Fig.2 , each node is a basic concept, and the node at the top is the original concept with extension U . When a baby born, the origin is zero concept (Empty, U ), No intension statement, the extension is the chaotic universe. From top to bottom, the intension increases and the extension shrinks. The undermost node is not a concept but an ideal extreme with empty extension. We add it in the Fig.2 to match the original figure drawn by Ganter and Wille. Proof is obvious, we only hint that γ 1 OR γ 4 = (NMSCORNMIC, {1, 14, 18} ∪ {13, 21}) = (NMC, {1, 14, 18, 13, 21}) , which is the basic concept γ mentioned above. Performing the operation OR on two basic concepts, we get a basic concept. What is the condition of the result? The intensions of the two basic concepts are NMSC and NMIC, and their difference is on the factor f 3 only. Without the condition, the operation of OR is not closed in basic concepts. Be careful, all basic concepts form a semi-lattice, but may not be a lattice.
The consistence with formal concept analysis
Concept generation was established by Wille, who defined the formal background as K = (G, M, I ), where G is a group of objects, M a group of attribute values, I a relation from G to M : (g, m) ∈ I implies that object g holds attribute value m. For any A ⊆ G, define s(A) = {m ∈ M |∀g ∈ A; (g, m) ∈ I}, and for any B ⊆ M , define t(B) = {g ∈ G|∀m ∈ B; (g, m) ∈ I}. α = (B, A) is called a concept if the fallowing convolution principle is holds:
Theorem 14. Given a factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and
and A satisfy the convolution principle.
Hence The proposition proves that the definition of basic concepts in FS is consistent with the original definition in FCA. It does also hint that general concepts may not satisfy the convolution principle.
What is the relationship between Table 1 and the original Table of Wille? The original table shows a formal background with 22 objects and 8 attribute values. Table 1 replaces the 8 attribute values by 4 factors, and since the object channel has no attribute value in the original table, it has been taken out of the table.
As shown in Fig.2 , apart from the top and bottom nodes, there are 8 red atomic and 4 blue non-atomic basic concepts. To be easy to match to Fig.3 , we number the nodes as follows:
Node (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) It is obvious that nodes (3),(4), (6) , (7), (9), (10) are atomic, color red, nodes (1), (2), (5), (8) are non-atomic basic concepts, color blue. We can see that Fig.2 is consistent with Fig.3 . Indeed, the semi-lattice drawn in Fig.2 is a sub-lattice drawn in Fig.3 . In practical applications, the generated basic concepts are too much, we need to review those concepts by experts, rarely select those concepts who can be understood by human being, and then rename them into a special database. Fig.2 decreases the number of non-atomic basic concepts from 15 in origin to 4 in Fig.2 .
However, we can change the semi-lattice by changing the order of factor-divisions, and the union of that semi lattice can completely full the original 'concept lattice': Theorem 15. Given a factors space ψ = (U, X F ) with F = P (F o ) and F o = f 1 ∨ · · · ∨ f n , for any basic concept γ = (A, [A]), there is a semi-lattice S generated by Wang's algorithm taking γ as a member in it.
Proof: Let the intension A is written in the conjunction normal form: A = A i(1) ∧ · · · ∧ A i(k) (k ≤ n), where A i(j) = a i(j),j(1) ∨ · · · ∨ a i(j),j(r) is a disjunction of atomic intensions with respect to the factor f i(j) (j = 1, , k). According to Wang's algorithm, doing classifications by factors f i (1), · · · , f i (k) successively, the basic concept must be occurred in the semi-lattice of basic concept. 2 
Conclusion
Factor space provides a new view point toward formal concept analysis, which promotes the signification of formal background. By means of the support of FS, all problems in FCA or RS can get more clear and simple statement, and the N-hard trap FCA and RS encountered will be overcome by faster algorithms. Concept generation is a key point and basic problem in artificial intelligence and factor space has got good progress on concept generation, which will be an important tool for cognition, information and data science.
